Custom-Shaped Windows
advancedwindowsusa.com/custom-shaped-windows

Are you looking for a design element that can enhance the style of your home? While
windows serve a functional purpose in homes, they can also be decorative aspects of a
dwelling. Custom-shaped windows give homes of any design a distinct aesthetic that cannot
be found anywhere else. Whether you're looking to design your own custom-shaped
window or simply to replace a custom window you already have, you came to the right
place. There is no limit to the shape of the windows we can create or replace for your home!
If you are looking for a window company with a reputation for top quality, customizable
window products, and unparalleled service, contact us at Advanced Window Products.

https://youtu.be/iaUXu0Bg0iQ

What Are Custom-Shaped Windows?
Our custom-shaped windows are designed and created according to the specifications
provided by our customers. These non-traditional windows can be used to focus natural
light to any part of your home. Whether you are looking for windows with a bold and
innovative design or windows that offer just a slight alternative to the traditional square or
rectangular style, we can help you. Our custom-shaped windows also include a variety of
additional design options, such as color, material, window style and type of finish.
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We manufacture windows in shapes that include, but are not
limited to:

Half or full oval
Eyebrow
Cathedral
Equilateral triangle
Irregular triangle
Gothic
Trapezoid
Half circle
Hexagon
Equilateral pentagon
Left or right pentagon
Ellipse
Quarter arch
Quarter circle

Benefits of Our Custom-Shaped Windows
Custom-shaped windows can provide an array of benefits for the interior and exterior of
your home.
Energy Efficiency. We use LoE-366 glass, a glass produced by Cardinal Glass
Industries, for all of our window products. With its design of multiple coats of silver,
this glass is able to make your customized window energy efficient throughout the
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year, allowing you to save money on your monthly utility expenses.
Versatility. Your options are limitless when it comes to the shape and style of the
windows you want for your home. The infinite design options allow you to create a
space that is uniquely yours and that is accentuated from inside the home as a point
of interest as well as from the outside where your home’s curb appeal will stand apart
from the others.
Durability. Our custom-shaped windows are constructed specifically for your home
using only the highest quality materials to ensure long-lasting products. When used as
stationary or non-operable windows, the lack of moving component eliminates the
wear that movable windows may sustain.

Serving All of Your Custom-Shaped Window & Custom Window
Replacement Needs

Advanced Window Products has been providing superior window products and replacement
services to Salt Lake City, UT, and the surrounding areas since 1986. Whatever your
windows needs are for your home, we can create a customized solution for you.
All of our windows are manufactured in-house by professional and talented builders who
take pride in providing our customers with windows products that exhibit unparalleled
craftsmanship. We believe everyone should have access to the windows solutions we offer,
which is why we also provide convenient finance options for our products and services. In
addition to windows, we also provide products and services for sliding glass doors and for
wood and vinyl siding.
When someone is looking to put windows in their home, one of the options that they might
elect to go with is custom-shaped windows. This is a unique option that people might be
interested in learning more about. When it comes to custom shaped windows, there are a
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few questions that people commonly asked. In an effort to help everyone learn more about
this option, we have tried to summarize some of these questions below! Take a look at some
of the helpful information that we have put together.
If you have questions about what we offer, don’t hesitate! Contact us here or stop by our
expansive showroom to view the exceptional quality of our products in person. Our
associates will be happy to tell you all about our company and what we can do for you.
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